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INTRODUCTION

Inferences concerning the nature of simple verbal association have

been based primarily on measures of average performance during the learning

of lists of paired associates. There is some evidence, however, that the

learning of any single paired associate in a list may exhibit effects

idiosyncratic to the spacing of its presentations which are lost in the

averaging of performance measures for all items; the particular sequence

of intervals separating the presentations of any given paired associate

may result in significant short- and long-term effects peculiar to the

sequence.

This dissertation focuses on the learning of the individual members

of a list of paired associates rather than on the overall learning of the

list. The conceptual and experimental stress of this paper is on the

acquisition of the individual members as a function of the spacing se

quence between their presentations.

The experimental behavior with which this dissertation is most

directly concerned is the learning of paired associates by means of a

series of anticipation trials. An anticipation trial begins with the

presentation of a stimulus to which the subject attempts to anticipate

the correct response and ends with a presentation of the correct response

(reinforcement).

It is customary in paired-associate experiments which utilize the

anticipation method to present one randomization of the list ta"be learned,

then another, and so on until the end of the experimental session. Con-
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sider, in such an experiment, the presentations of any particular paired

associate. The interval, filled with interpolated presentations of other

items, between any two successive presentations of the item varies from

a few seconds to a number of minutes in the usual experiment; i.e" the

number of other items which intervene between two occurrences of the given

item in consecutive randomizations of the list varies from zero to twice

the number of other items in the list. Thus anyone paired associate, dur

ing the course of an experimental session, is characterized by a specific

sequence of intervals between its presentations.

In, general, there are two main ways in which the interval between

two presentations of an item could affect the performance on the item.

(1) The subject's immediate memory for the item may vary inversely with

the length of the interval; if so, performance on a trial following a

short interval will be better than performance on a trial following a

long interval, (2) The effectiveness of the reinforcement occurring on

a trial, as reflected 'by performance on later trials, might vary as a

function of the interval since the preceding presentation.

Chapter 1 of this paper presents a preliminary survey' of some

progress and problems in the study of simple association that are es

pecially relevant to the present study. Chapters 2, 3, and 4 present

the method, results, and theoretical analysis of an experiment designed

to allow direct analysis of the idiosyncratic effects on paired-asso

ciate learning of specific presentation sequences.
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CRAPrER 1

SOME PROGRESS AND PROBLEMS: A PRELIMINARY SURVEY

Since the middle 1950's, research in the areaS of short-term

memory and paired-associate learning has resulted in considerable

progress relevant to the present study. This progress derives from the

joint development of some experimentally fruitful conceptions of the

learning-memory process and some conceptually fruitful experimental

procedures for studying short-term memory-learning.

The One-Element Model

One very important theoretical advance was the development of the

simple all-or-none (one-element) model for verbal association (Bower, 1961;

Este~1961). The one-element model assumeS that there is no partial

learning; a given paired associate is either in a perfectly learned state

or an unlearned guessing state. Any opportunity to learn an unlearned

association (the pairing of stimulus and response) has an all-or-none

effect: the association is either learned completely or not learned at

all with fixed probabilities c and l-c , respectively.

There are two reasons why the all-or-none model is so important.

First, in certain ideally simple experimental situations, the model

predicts numerous statistics of performance during learning with striking

accuracy. Second, when in more complex situations, the learning does not

conform to the predictions of the all-or-none model, the specific way in

which it differs is often instructive.
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The learning of a list of paired associates by the anticipation

method usually corresponds well with the predictions of the one-element

model when (1) the stimuli are simple and easily discriminated, (2) and the

responses come from a well-learned set, are few (two or three), and are

each paired with the same number of stimuli. A primary example of such

an experiment and the accuracy with which the all-or-none model accounts

for the learning is reported by Bower (1961).

If the experimental si'tuation just described is changed along

one or more of several dimensions, the (observed) learning tends to

diverge from the predictions of the all-or-none model. Even in the

"ideal" cases, however, it appears to the present au-chor that there are

aspects of the data which cannot be accounted for by the one-element

model. In spite of the accuracy with which the models fit a variety

of statistics averaged over all items, this paper contends that per

formance on individual items is subject to immediate memory effects not

predicted by the model. The most apparent instance of such effects should

occur in the standard anticipation procedure when a paired associate

presented last in one randomization of the list is presented first in

the next randomization. Since no other items intervene, it seems reasonable

to expect that performance on the second of the two presentations should

be essentially perfect, due to the subject's short-term memory, independent

of the performance level prior to the presentation.

One could augment the one-element model, however, to include a

short-term memory state. Assume that, on anyone trial a paired associate

can be in anyone of three states: unlearned (U), learned (L), or
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short-term memory (S). The s4bject responds correctly with probability

one if an item is in the learned or short-term memory states and with

only chance (guessing) probability if the item is in the unlearned

state. The effect of a reinforcement and the effect of an intervening

trial on the state of an item are shown below.

TIlE EFFECT OF A RE1NFORCEMENT:

Ln+l
S U P(correctlrow state)n+l n+l

L 1 0 0 1
n

S c l-c 0 1
n

U c l-c 0 g
n

TIlE EFFECT OF AN INTERVENING TRIAL:

L S
n+l Un+ln+l

L 1 0 0n

S 0 l-f fn

U 0 0 1n

These two transition matrices summarize the assumed associative

and forgetting effects of a reinforcement and an interpolated trial,

reppectively. Upon the presentation of an item in the unlearned or

short-term memory states, the item is permanently learned with proba-

bility c or is stored in short-term memory with probability l-co.
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With each intervening trial an item in short-term memory is forgotten

into the unlearned state with probability f ..

Applied to the average learning of a list of paired associates,

this three-state (one-element forgetting) model differs only slightly

from the one-element model, especially if the forgetting rate, f, is'

large. In either model there is a fixed probability c that an unlearned

item will be learned as a result of a reinforcement. The only differen

tiating predictions of the models derive from those instances in which

an unlearned item remains in state S from the time of one reinforcement

of the item until the next test on the item. One statistic which should

reflect such instances is the mean proportion of correct responses prior

to the last error. The one-element model predicts only chance performance

before the last error and the memory model predicts somewhat above chance

performance before the last error. This difference arises because,

although in both models an item cannot be in the learned state prior to

the last error, the memory model allows some items to remain in short

term memory from which they are retrieved correctly.

The size of the difference between the predictions of the models

will depend on the forgetting rate, f, and the average ncumber of in

terpolated trials (which increases with the length of the list to be

learned) between presentations gf any given item. To illustrate that

this difference is usually negligible, consider the following typical

situation and parameter values: there are ten items in the list, g .50

and f = .30 The one-element model predicts chance performance, g = .50.,.

prior to the last error. In this situation the average number of other

items intervening between successive presentations of an item is nine.
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Hence, for the one-element forgetting model, the approximate predicted

proportion correct before the trial of last error is

(1-f)9(1-g) + g

(0.70)9(0.50) + 0.50

0·52 .

The one-element forgetting model seems a promising model for the

learning of individual paired associates in those situations where the

one-element model accounts weil for the average performance. The model

predicts in detail the effects of any specific sequence of intervals

between the presentations·of any individual paired associate. It contains

a reasonable geometric forgetting assumption and when applied to average

performance measures it reduces, essentially, to the one-element model.

But, in spite of its promise, there is a collection of experimental

results which suggest that, to account for all the effects of spacing

schedules, some more elaborate extension of the one-element model is

required. The next section reviews some of these results with respect

to the general conception of paired-associate learning as a three-state

process.

Three-State Models: Some Problematic Experimental Results

The one-element forgetting model is only one of many possible

three-state models. The general notion that on any trial an item may

be in either long-term (permanent) memory, in short-term (transient)

memory, or not in memory is common to models with very different

assumptions concerning learning and memory. It seems worthwhile to
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investigate whether any model within this general framework is adequate

to account for the effects of spacing on the learning of simple paired

associates.

The following experimental results from several different procedures

raise some important considerations about the assumptions of an adequate

three-state model.

(1) The effects of a given interval between two successive presen

tations of a paired associate appear to be more complicated than the

short-term memory loss postulated in the one-element forgetting model.

An experiment by Greeno (1964) illustrates that there may be significant

long-term as well as short-term effects of the interval length. In one

condition of Greeno's experiment subjects learned a list of paired

associates by the anticipation method except that some items were

presented twice in each randomized block. The repetitions of the

repeated items were massed with only zero or one of the other items

intervening. Figure 1 shows the mean learning curve for the repeated

items and the mean learning curve for the nonrepeated items across the

randomized blocks. These learning curves suggest that when presentations

are spaced very closely their long-term efficacy, as measured by later

performance, is no better than a single presentation. Even though

performance on the second of each pair of massed repetitions is very

high owing to the subjects' immediate memory, the second presentation

appears to add nothing to later performance.

On the face of it, Greeno's result implies that the probability

of learning out of a short-term memory state is less than the probability
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of learning out of a guessing state and may be negligible. This result

is inconsistent with the assumption of the one-element forgetting model

that the probability of transition to learned state is independent of

spacing.

(2) The results of a "miniature" experiment by Peterson, Hillner, and

Saltzman (1962) suggest an even more complex interaction of the long- and

short-term effects of the interval between two presentations. Subjects

were presented with a running series of study trials and test trials.

On a study trial (R) both the stimulus and correct response were presented;

on a test trial only the stimulus was presented. Each of a number of paired

associates had two study trials followed by a single test trial. The

study trials were separated by zero or four other trials, and one, two,

four, or eight trials intervened between the second study trial and the

test trial. Performance on the test trial is shown in Figure 2 for each

of the two spacings of the study trials as a function of the interval

between the second study trial and the test. The result that performance

on a test following four or eight trials is better the more the study

trials are sl'aced replicates, in general, Greeno's finding. But when the

test follows only one or two trials, performance seems better with the

study trials closely spaced. Thus, the effect of the spacing between

two presentations as measured by later performance may depend on how

much later the performance is measured.

(3) In similar miniature experiments, one by Peterson, Wampler,

Kirkpatrick, and Saltzman (1963) and the other by Young (1966), the

results imply that there may be a limit to the improvement of later

10
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performance with an increase in the spacing of two study trials. In

both experiments a single test trial follows the second of two study

trials after a fixed number of intervening trials. Eight trials

intervened in Peterson's experiment and ten trials intervened in Young's

experiment. The R
l

- R
2

interval between the two study trials, however,

waS varied in both experiments. In Figure 3 the proportion of correct

responses on the test trial appears in both experiments to rise initially

and then drop slightly as the Rl - R2 interval increases.

The results of the two preceding miniature experiments are for

experimental tasks somewhat different from the task of primary interest

to this paper, the learning of a list of paired associates. They do

illustrate, however, the likelihood that any three-state model adequate

to account for all the effects of spacing will require a fairly complicated

short-term memory structure.

(4) There are also some indications that the long-term and short-

term effects of a given interval between presentations may change during

the cOurse of an experimental session. This possibility is inferred from

the results of standard anticipation method experiments when the list of

paired associates to be learned is long (twenty or longer). In such experi

ments the learning rate is often slower during the early trials than during

the later trials and the conditional probability of. an error given an

error on the preceding trial tends to decrease across trials. Both of

these effects could reflect an increase in the probability of transition

to the learned state across trials. They could also reflect instead, or

in addition, an improvement across trials in the short-term memory of

items not in the learned state.
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Calfee and Atkinson (1965) postulated a three-state "trial-

dependent-forgetting model" for such experiments. The model assumes

that only intervening items not in the learr~d state tend to interfere

with the short-term retention of other items. Hence, during the cOurse

of an experimental session as more and more members of the list are

learned, short-term memory for items yet to be learned improves. The

model also allows for different rates of learning out of the guessing

and short-term memory states. Thus, if learning is faster out of the

short-term memory state, the trial-dependent-forgetting model predicts

both an increase in the learning rate and an increase in the conditional

probability of an error given a preceding error (P(e Ie 1)) acrossn n-

trials. Figure 4 compares the predictions of the trial-dependent

forgetting model with the observed learning curve and p(enlen_l) curve

from an experiment reported by Calfee and Atkinson.

The predicted curves in Figure 4 are obtained from parameter

estimates in which the probability of learning out of the short-term

memory state (0.42) is almost four times the probability of learning out

of the guessing state (0.11). Thus, there seems to be an inferred but

fundamental conflict between the results in Figure 4 and Greeno's results

in Figure L In the former, the prObability of transition to the learned

state is estimated to be higher from the short-term memory state than

from the guessing state. In the latter, it appears that the probability

of learning out of short-term memory is negligible.
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It is also possible that the guessing state should not be thought

of as a single state (Atkinson and Crothers, 1964). There may be a

difference between the effect of a trial on which the stimulus is familiar

and the response forgotten and the effect of a trial on which the stimulus

is unfamiliar. If the probabilities of transition to the learned and

short-term memory states are lower from an unfamiliarized guessing state

than from a familiarized-forgotten guessing state, learning should be

slower on the early trials.

Part of the difficulty in clarifying the effects of spacing on the

learning and short-term retention of individual paired associates is

experimental. Most of the evidence about these effects in standard

list-learning experiments is inferential. When, in the typical experiment,

performance measures on all items are averaged together the effects of

spacing are largely averaged away. The next section points out some of

the shortcomings of the standard anticipation procedure and suggests

some changes to allow a more direct study of spacing effects.

Experimental Analysis: Some Unfortunate Properties of the Standard

Anticipation Method

There are two main reasons in standard experiments that the average

learning of a list of paired associates does not significantly reflect

the effects of spacing operative on the individual members of the list.

(1) The typical procedure has a structure which, statistically,

avoids the interpresentation intervals most likely to have significant

effects, the very long and very short intervals. Consider any two

successive randomizations of a list of L paired associates. The number
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of other items interpolated between the presentation of any particular

item in the first randomization and its presentation in the second

randomization can vary from zero to 2L - 2 In order for the number

of interpolations to 'be small the item must occur late in the first

1randomization and early in the next, a statistically unlikely event.

In order for the number to be large the item must occur early in the

first randomization and late in the next, another unlikely event, The

actual probability distribution over the possible numbers of interpolations

is the number of other items interpolated betweenis triangular. If I
n

th st
the nand n+l presentations of a given item,

P(I
n

k)
2L - (k + 1)

L
2 k = L, L + 1, ••. , 2L - 2'.

Figure 5 presents, as an example, the distribution which occurs with a

ten-item list (L = 10) .

Given the high probability of interpresentation intervals close to

the length of the list in the standard procedure, the specific sequence

of intervals characterizing the presentations of an individual item does

not tend to exhibit much variation. In order for any effects of spacing

to be more apparent, the standard procedure needs to be changed so that

short and long intervals are more likely to occur.

IThiS event is made even less likely by some experimenters who constrain
the randomization to prevent the occurrences of very short intervals.

17
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(2) The second reason that the effects of spacing on the acqui

sition of individual items are not reflected in the learning of the list

is due to the averaging of performance measures for all items. Those

effects which do occur in the standard procedure are spread over all

items and trials by the averaging and subject-to-subject randomization

processes. If one"s main interest is in list learning, it is obvious why

presenting a unique series of randomized cycles of the list to each subject

is desirable... The procedure reduces the chances that effects peculiar

to single items or presentation schedules, and not characteristic of items

or schedules in general, will color the performance on the list.

In the study of spacing effects, it is still important to randomize

across subjects the assignment of paired associates to presentation sequences

to avoid confounding item differences with the spacing variable of interest.

But i~ is self-defeating to change presentation schedules from subject to

subject. For example, if it is of interest to know the effects of having

only one interpolation between the second and third presentations of an

item all subjects should have an item with that specific property.

The next chapter describes an experiment which modifies the

standard anticipation method in the ways suggested above. It is designed

to reveal more directly the learning and short-term retention of paired

associates in relation to specific sequences of interpresentation intervals.
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CHAPTER 2

METHOD

Design of the Experiment

In order to emphasize the differences between the experimental

method and the standard anticipation method, it is necessary to intro-

duce some conventions and notation. One possible source of confusion is

in the use of the word "trial." In what follows, the word "trial" is used

to designate a single anticipation trial of the experiment and is not

used, as is often the case, to designate the set of trials on which the

various members of the list all have their thn presentation. The word

"presentation," unless followed by "of the experiment" refers to the

presentation of any particular item.

The following notation is used to describe the experiment:

The members of a Ust of L paired associates.

The trials of the experiment.

'The presentat ions of any one item.

The trial number ;'yf' the th presentationn

of a particular" ',8',L

t ~ N - N
n n+l n

The number of tri ".3 from the th
n presen-

tation of an item ",ntil the n+lst
pre sen-

tation of the it", (Note that t equals
n

the number of in' ,olated items plus one.)

The sequence of in ,~rpresentation intervals

(presentation sec ",,'ce) characterizing the

presentations of"JY particular item.

20



The standard anticipation method. was altered in two significant

ways in this experiment.

(1) The randomized cycle structure of the standard anticipation

method was replaced by a procedux'a1 algorithm designed to generate a

series of trials in which any interpresentation interval in the range,

t = 1, 2, ... , 2L - 1 , is equally likely to occur. That is, for any
n

item k and presentations n, n+l "

p(t
n

j) = ~-=l...".....
2L - 1

, j - 1, 2, ••• , 2L - 1 •

Compared to the standard procedure, the algorithm was designed to increase

the. frequency of short and long intervals without changing either the

range or the average of the intervals generated. The Appendix contains

a description of the algorithm al.ong with some comments on its uses and

its distributional properties.

(2) During an experimental session consisting of a series of

anticipation trials on the members of a list of paired associates, the

presentations of any individual item are characterized by a sequence of

interpresentation intervals, (t l , t
2

, "'J t n ) • The second distinguishing

feature of this exper.iment was that every subject had the same series of

trials in the sense that each had the same set of presentation sequences.

That is, every subject had exactly one item in the list assigned to

each of the specific (t
1

, t 2 , ... , t n ) sequences. The confounding of

item dtfferences with the effects of the presentation sequences was avoided,

21



however, by counterbalancing across subjects the assignment of items to

presentation sequences.

There were 21 paired associates in the experimental list, and each

experimental session consisted of 409 trials. The 21 specific presentation

sequences used for all subjects are shown in Table 1. The trial of the

first presentation of each presentation sequence, Nl , is shown in the

left column of the table. The trial of any later presentation, N ,
n

is just the sum of N
l

and the first n-l interpresentation intervals.

That is,

Subjects

N
n

N +
1

The subjects were 50 freshmen at Stanford University, 25 men and

25 women. They were obtained from the freshman dormitories, and they

were paid $1.50 to participate in the experiment. The experiment ran

about 50 minutes, including instructions.

Experimental Materials

A list of 21 paired associates was constructed, with nonsense

syllables as stimuli and the digits 3, 5, and 7 as responses. Each

of the responses was paired with seven of the stimuli.

There were several restrictions on the selection of the nonsense

syllables. (1) No two of them overlapped in more than one letter.

(2) No consonant was used more than twice as the first letter or more

than twice as the third letter. (3) No consonant was used only once

Or more than three times in the twenty-one syllables. (4) The vowels
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Table 1

Experimental SeQuences of Interpresentation Intervals

Interpresentation Intervals

Present. N1 t 1 t 2 t
3

t4 t
5

t 6
t
7

t 8 t
9

t
lO tll t 12 t 13 t 14 t 15 t 16 t 17 t 18 t 19 t 20 t211t 221 t 231t 21 1t2 51 t 26 1

t 271 t 281 t 29Sequence

1 1 25 23 5 18 19 37 16 33 26 28 31 3 15 24 2 29 4 40 6 12
2 2 19 2 35 31 31 15 22 33 21 19 30 18 15 22 16 25 27

3 3 14 16 1 29 19 28 6 ,21 37 8 14 28 14 14 7 19 30 41 11 3 24 1

4 4 32 19 29 28 24 12 19 2 14 11 7 7 7 34 37 25 27 12 1 3 131

5 . 5 34 4 28 9 35 35 35 34 20 4 25 39 10 26 28 28
6 6 12 28 35 18 41 22 37 19 14 18 35 41 1 15 19 39

7 7 24 31 30 14 11 14 39 23 33 28 12 16 11 8 1 12 33 122 1 4 I 3
8 8 29 32 26 38 30 34 19 17 9 9 30 35 16 12 22 14

9 9 6 37 1 3 37 16 33 19 27 39 14 22 8 12 36 23 20 1 32 4 1
10 10 30 4 29 2 13 23 23 34 7 9 20 13 30 29 33 13 35 18
11 11 11 26 11 7 19 36 8 27 25 17 27 3 18 2 31 12 6 15 20 121 139 1
12 12 18 2 19 3C 15 2 37 10 9 6 25 16 30 40 28 23 20 34
13 13 3 34 26 38 16 17 < 2 24 9 8 15 13 22 8 7 1 33 '4 17 16151221301,
14 14 24 41 39 4 17 4 29 40 8 ,24 40 36 35 36
15 19 5 40 10 26 8 11 7 29 37 14 29 32 29 23 3711111 6

16 20 9 38 31 7 20 28 23 33 'I 17 27 30 12 35 12 135 8

17 25 32 33 17 17 22 34 34 41 37 32 13 33
18 27 38 36 37 41 10 33 34 39 17 17 35 32

19 28 14 28 16 41 31 28 14 29 35 5 3 28 21 2 29 26 22

20 35 12 13 37 6 20 26 15 38 32 41 35 35 41

21 41 4 16 7 9 1 5 11 2 17 19 13 14 6 6 2 32 6 25 22 15 I 1 115 I 1 140 129 113 1 5 I 6 1 12



A, Ii O,and U were each used in four of the pairs and the vowel E waS

used in five pairs. (5) The nonsense syllables were of medium-low

meaningfulness (Archer, 1960).

The stimuli used were:

JUC TAW NAL

BIJ' PAF RUW

GEB VUR MOR

VOS ZEG ZAN

FIP RIF CER

BEM SEJ TUL

LIR WOV JOM

For each subject, one of the responses 3, 5, or 7 was paired

with each stimulus. The assignment of responses to particular stimuli

was randomized across subjects.

Experimental Apparatus

The experiment was run on an automated verbal associative learning

apparatus located at the Institue for Mathematical Studies, in the Social

Sciences.

Each subject sat by himself in a soundprodfed, air-conditioned

room. On a table in front of the subject there was a response panel

with three 7/8 in. by 1 in. response keys, 2 inches apart. The keys

were set in a column on the panel and were marked with the digits 3, 5,

and 7 in ascending order. The subject sat with his right hand on the

response panel, his thumb, index finger, and middle finger resting on

the response keys marked 3, 5, and 7, respectively. On a second table
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5.5 feet away from the subject there were two visual display boxes,

one on top of the other. The front of each box was a 2 in. by 12 in.

display panel. The stimulus members of the paired associates were

presented on the top panel and the response member was presented on

the bottom panel.

In an adjoining room, a key punch and additional timing and

storage equipment allowed the experimental session to be preprogrammed.

A deck of 409 IBM cards was prepared for each subject. Each card in

the deck contained the information necessary to determine the stimulus

and response events of a single trial. The apparatus presented the

stimulus, recorded the subject"s response and response latency, presented

the stimulus and response together for two seconds, and after a three

second interval started the next trial. A more complete description of

the verbal associative apparatus can be found in Yellott (1965) or 1zawa

and Estes (1965).

Experimental Procedure

After being seated, each subject was instructed on the nature of

the experimental task. The anticipation trial procedure was explained

in detail and two example trials were run. through to familiarize the

subject with the procedure. When the subject indicated that he understood

the procedure, the experimenter left the room and the subject started

the series of trials by pushing one of the response buttons.

Every subject was presented with a total of 409 trialS. The first

nine trials were pretraining trials. They utilized seven dummy items,

two of which were repeated during the nine trials. There was no break
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·.between the pretraining trials and the 400 trials on the twenty-one items

to be learned.

Each anticipation trial began with the presentation of a nonsense

syllable. The subject then attempted to anticipate the correct response

by pushing one of the buttons on the response panel. Immediately

following the subject's response, the correct response appeared together

with the stimulus on the display panel. The timing sequence of these

events is shown below.

...---J
2"

S ,...",1 S - R
Subject's
Response

3" i
Intertrial
Interval

Although the subject was free to take an indefinite time to respond, he

was encouraged to respond as quickly as he could without making mistakes.
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CRAPrER 3

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

The experiment permits several empirical analyses of the course of

learning as a function of the individual presentation sequences. It also

permits the standard analyses of learning data averaged over all presen

tation sequences. These two types of analyses are presented in the

first and second sections of this chapter, respectively.

Performance in Relation to the Individual Presentation Sequences

In Figure 6 the learning curve and the average success latency

curve are shown for each of the twenty-one presentation sequences.

Note that the points on any curve are spaced along the abscissa in

direct correspondence to the sequence of interpresenccdtion intervals

which characterizes the particular presentation sequence. This corre

spondence is accQmplished as follows: all 400 trials of the experiment

are laid out on the abscissa of each graph and the presentation sequences

(see Table 1) are indicated with hash marks. That is, for any presen

tation sequence, the trials of the experiment on which the presentations

occurred are designated by short vertical marks below the abscissa.

This representation permits the performance level at any point to be

related visually to the spacing of successive presentations.

There are several significant effects of spacing on the performance

measures shown in Figure 6. The most striking are the perturbations of

the learning curves attributable to short-term retention. When the

interval between two presentations is very short there is a marked
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temporary increase in the proportion of correct responses. Some

obvious examples of this occur on the fourth presentation of sequence 3,

the fourth presentation of sequence 9, the third and fifth presentation

of sequence 10, and the third and seventh presentations of sequence 12.

The temporary nature of these short-term memory effects is illustrated

by their spike-like shape; if an interval of even moderate length

follows a very short interval, the sharp rise in the proportion of

correct responses is followed by a distinct drop.

The mean latency of correct responses seems to be similarly

sensitive to the interval between presentations. In fact, the mean

success latency curve in many cases looks like a reflection of the

learning curve. There is often a negative spike in the mean latency

of a correct response following a short interpresentation interval

which matches the positive spike in the frequency curve. Two examples

of this are the fourth presentation of seql~nce 3 and the fourth pre

sentation of sequence 9. In both the learning curves and the mean success

latency curves the short-interval spikes Seem to occur late in the

experiment as well as early in the experiment. Even between trials

300 and 400, when the proportion of correct responses is typically

between 0.90 and 1.00 and the mean success latency tends to level

off between 1.00 and 1.20 seconds, the sharp spikes occur following

very short intervals.

In contrast to the learning curves and success latency curves,

the mean error latency across presentations does not seem clearly

sensitive to spacing. Table 2 gives the average error latencies on



Table 2

Mean Error Latencies on Presentationp 1 through 13

of the Individual Presentation Sequences

Presentation Number

Present.
1 2 3' 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 11 12 13Sequence

1 1.64 2.23 1.95 2.40 2.16 2.oB 1.72 3.18 1.62- 1.60 2.crr 1.B1 1.34
(39) (33) (2B) (20) (23) (16) (12) (9) (10) (B) (9) (6) (4)

2 1.B1 2.crr 1.91 1.95 1.98 1.67 3-.3B 2.20 1.70 1.2B 1.77 1.01 1.51
(32) (31) (16) (26) (lB) (9) (5) (9) (5) (3) (3) (2) (1)

3
2.20 2.crr 2.39 2.46 1.73 2.12 2.01 2.54 1.67 1.7B 3.15 2.15
(32) (2B) (22) (0) (26) (lB) (18) (7) (7) (9) (4) (5) (5)

4 1.B6 2.2B 1.94 2.26 2.3B 1.B6 1.66 1.15 1.93 1.04 1.90 1.71 2.36
(24) (2B) (25) (21) (16) (6) (5) (3) (1) (1) (5) (2) (2)

5
_ LBO 2.17 2.32 2.12 2.4B 2.24 2.77 2.33 2.B1 2.01 2.00 1.21 2.06

(30) (30) (20) (20) (14) (13) (11) (13) (13) (7) (3) (3) (4)

6 1.B6 2.69 1.BB 2.39 2.39 2.37 2.19 2.34 1.7B 2.1B 2.69 2.13 1.5B
(30) (2B) (27 ) (21) (15) (11) (9) (12) (2) (6) (2) (1) (4)

7
2.37 2.53 2.25 2.46 2.25 2.42 2.70 1.9B 1.73 2.12 1.70 2.B5 1.49
(34) (2B) (21) (17) (11) (B) (6) (11) (5) (3) (2) (4) (3)

B 1.B5 2.02 2.29 1.9B 1.63 1.87 2.25 1.4B 1.B2 1.19 1.3B 1.75 LBo
(31) (32) (29) (22) (13) (12) (12) (6) (7) (3) (5) (4 ) (4)

9 1.90 2.09 1.87 1.47 1.BB 1.B3 1.77 2.04 2.15 1.36 2.03 1.74 2.19
(34) (32) (22) (3) (12) (18) (16) (12) (6) (4) (7) (4) (3)

10 1.99 2.29 2.22 2.69 2.70 1.B6 2.22 2.00 1.BB 1.50 2.30 2.42 2.75
(34) (30) (20) (24) (7) (11) (12) (10) (B) (4) (2) (4) (2)

11 "1.96 2.31 2.26 2.90 1.67 2.02 2.10 1.59 1.40 1.71 2.39 1.42 1.6B --
(33) (29) (26) _(20) (11) (15) (11) (6) (7) (7) (2 ) (5) (5)

12 2.16 2.44 2.47 2.00 2.22 2.37 1.67 2.06 1.BB 1.64 2.51 2.35 1.515
(27) (30) (16) (lB) (24) (18) (3) (12) (7) (B) (B) (6) (5)

13 2.01 1.77 2.27 1.73 2.45 2.10 2.crr 1.4B 1.95 1.69 1.65 1.B7 1.29
(29) (2B) (32) (16) (14) (B) (B) (6) (3) (3) (4) (3) (3)

14 1.72 2.32 2.40 2.67 1.95 1.B1 1.53 1.67 1.B9 2.29 1.45 1.12 1.16
(34) (30) (24) (24) (B) (7) (B) (10) (6) (4) (4 ) (4) (3)

15 1.87 2.14 2.21 2.51 1.64 1.37 2.19 2.17 2.10 2.4B 2.32 1.62 1.6B·
(33) (29) (35) (15) (13) (7) (B) (5) (7) (10) (3) (3) (3)

16 - 1.94 2.32 2.59 2.23 2.12 2.30 2.18 2.72 2.34 1.49 1.72 1.45 1.12-
(32) (30) (25) (26) (12) (16) (18) (9) (4) (3) (4) (3) (2) -

17
2.01 2.06 2.54 2.04 1.94 2.26 2.63 1.54 1.77 2.16 1.91 1.40 1.37
(34) (33) (24) (14) (11) (11) (10) (4) (B) (5) (6) (3) (1)

1B 2.05 1.96 1.B3 2.43 1.71 2.14 1.B1 2.02 1.35 1.34 .90 1.29 1.3B
(27) (26) (22) (lB) (13) (B) (11) (4) (5) (5) (3) (5) (5)

19 - 1.91 2.24 2.63 1.BB 2.11 2.14
1(~5'

1.B1 1.7B 1.67 1.75 1.33 1.46
(31) (32) (31) (20) (13) (13) (5) (9) (5) (2) (1) (3)

20 1.92 2.crr 2.06 1.7B 1.71 1.77 1.64 1.64 2.54 1.B4 1.53 2.20 1.87
(35) (30) (lB) (lB) (11) (11) (B) (9) (9) (7) (4) (6) (3)

. 2:1< 1.87 1.94 l,B5 2.47 2.52 2.02 2.21 1.B5 1.49 2.23 2.05 1.B6
(36) (25) (24) (21) (9) (0) (6) (B) (5) (4) (3) (4) (7 )

--
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the first thirteen presentations of each of the twenty-one presentation

sequences together with the number of observations in each average.

The effect of a very short interpresentation interval on the average

error latency is difficult to assess because the number of errors

following a short interval is few if any. Also, the mean error latency

curve becomes less and less stable across presentations as the number

of errors decreases. On the whole, however, the error latencies seem

not to show the decrease over presentations shown by the success

latencies.

The general three-state conception of paired-associate learning

discussed in Chapter 1 suggests an additional empirical analysis of

the short-term effects of spacing. All models within the three-state

framework imply that an error on any presentation, n, indicates

that (1) the item presented was in the guessing state on trial N
n

and (2) the item was never in the learned state prior to trial N
n

Hence, performance on an item prior to any error should be at chance

level except for those cases when the subject responds correctly on

the basis of short-term memory. The three-state notion thus implies

that the short-term effects of the specific sequences of interpresen

tat ion intervals can be isolated by looking at performance prior to

the last error.

Figure 7 shows the proportions of correct responses on presentations

prior to the last error (forward stationarity curves) for each of the

twenty-one presentation sequences. In this analysis the last error

is defined with respect to a learning criterion of four or more successive
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correct responses on an item. Of the 1060 subject-item, error-success

protocols, 1005 meet the learning criterion. The last error in the

criterion protocols is defined as the error preceding the criterion

run of four or more correct responses. In the 45 protocols which do not

satisfy the learning criterion, the last error is defined as the actual

last error made.

The number of observations per point in each of the forward

stationarity curves decreases across presentations. In Figure 7 the

curves are terminated when the number of observations declines below ten.

The short-term effects of spacing are particularly apparent in

Figure 7. In general, the short-term effects superimposed on the

learning curves in Figure 6 seem, as implied by the three-state conception

of the learning process, to be isolated and magnified in Figure 7.

Also, except for the short-term effects, the performance tends to vary

around the chance level; i.e., the proportion of correct responses on a

presentation following a long interval is, on the average, no greater

than chance.

In Figure 8 a short-term retention curve is extracted from the

forward stationarity analysis of Figure 7. The proportions of correct

responses on presentations prior to the trial of last error are shown

as a function of the interpresentation interval (lag). That is, the

numbers of correct and incorrect responses following any given lag are

summed for all occurrences of that lag in the precriterion data, and the

total proportion of correct responses is plotted. There are two features

of this curve which merit explicit comment. (1) The curve decreases
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more sharply during the first few trials and more slowly during later

trials than the best fitting geometric curve. (2) When the precriterion

lag is larger than about 21 trials, performance appears to be no better

than chance. On the face of it"this chance asymptote of the retention

curve offers general support for the notion of all-or-none learned state.

If there were any non-transient partial learning of items on the presen-

tations prior to the last error, one would expect the curve in Figure 8

to remain somewhat above chance for all values of the interpresentation

interval.

The average latencies of the precriterion successes and precriterion

errors are shown in Table 3 for the first seven presentations of each

presentation sequence. In contrast to the forward stationarity curves,

neither the average latency of a precriterion succesS nor the average

latency of a precriterion error proves very sensitive to interpresentation

interval. In Figure 9 the average precriterion success and error latencies

are plotted as a function of interpresentation interval. There does appear

to be a decrease in the mean latency of a precriterion success when the

preceding interval is of length one or two. The precriterion error

latency curve also drops at t
n

1 , but the t = 1 point is suspect
n

since only four errors were made following an interval of length one.

A similar analysis of postcriterion data is also shown in Figure 9;

that is, the average latency of successes occurring after the last error

is also plotted as a function of interpresentation interval. The aver~ge

latency of a postcriterion success appears to be somewhat more sensitive

to the preceding interval than that of a preqriterion error or success.



Table 3

Mean Precriterion Success (S) and Error (E) Latencies

on Presentations 1 through 7 of the Individual Presentation Sequences.

Presentation Number

Present. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Sequence S E S E S E S E S E S E S E

1 1.97 1.63 1.94 2.21 1.92 1.98 2.44 2.48 1.49 2.07 1.41 1.97 2.71 1.73
(6) (37 ) (10) (25) (7 ) (22) (9) (16) (4) (16) (4 ) (13) (5) (10)

2 2.51 1.87 3.01 1.99 1.99 1.89 3.39 1.87 2.26 1.85 2.33 1.82 2.14 1.80
(14 ) (23) (6) (25) (15) (15) (4 ) (16) 0) (10) (5) (7) (7) (2 )

3
1.90 2.ll 2.72 2.08 2.59 2.27 1.47 2.37 2.70 2.75 1.62 1.97 2.14
(12) (27) (ll) (21) (10) (20) (0) (0) (4 ) (18) (5) (ll) (1) (10)

4 1.91 1.90 2.48 1.77 1.85 2.06 2.06 2.46 1.53 2.19 1.66 1.35 2.03 .77
(21) (21) (14) (19) (8 ) ( 18) (5) (13) 0) (5) 0) (3) (2) (1)

5
1.65 1.87 1.75 2.05 2.26 2.46 1.95 2.29 2.07 1.98 1.89 2.21 2.54 3.08
(16) (25) (11) (22) (13) ( 15) (8) (15) (9) (9) (6) (10) (6) (8 )

6
1.69 1.95 3.03 2.62 1.96 1.90 1.88 2.34 1.81 2.12 1.96 2.33 1.65 2.06
(15) (23) (10) (24) (7 ) (22) (8 ) (15) (8 ) (8) (5) (8) (4 ) (7 )

7
2.03 2.59 1.51 2.73 2.08 2.27 2.10 2.65 2.76 2.28 1.91 2.43 1.71 2.17
(n) (28) (11) (18) (8) (15) (6) (ll) (6) (10) (8 ) (6) (8) (4 )

8 1.91 1.88 2.08 2.06 2.49 2.23 2.25 1.98 2.11 1.75 3.24 1.60 2.47 1.63
(14) (27 ) (9) (26) (6) (22) (6) (13) (7 ) (9) (4 ) (9) (1) (7 )

9
2.12 1.71 1.83 1.95 2.30 1.93 1.21 1.47 2.13 1.73 2.26 1.92 2.28 1.69
(12) (25) (5) (24) (7 ) (16) (20) (3) (12) (8 ) 0) (12) (2 ) (8)

10 2·07 2.12 3.01 2.13 2.54 2.09 3.14 2.44 2.02 2.02 1.66 1.58 1.71 2.53
(14 ) (26) (10) (24) (14 ) (15) (5) (17) (15) (6) (10) (7 ) (5) (7 )

II
1.80 1.95 1.90 2.35 1.97 2.44 1.80 2.51 1.87 1.66 1.69 2.06 2.12 2.08
(14) (29) (14 ) (23) (11) (18) (9) (16) (14 ) (10) (9) (9) (7 ) (5)

12 1.85 2.24 2.16 2.48 2.02 2.54 2.65 2.02 2.57 1.55 1.78 2.17 1.04 1.94
(18) (24) (12) (21) (17 ) (ll) (10) (17 ) (5) (12) (3 ) (9) (10) (2 )

13 1.83 1.88 2.06 1.75 2.17 2.45 2.86 1.58 1.92 2.44 1.94 2·64 2.20 1.75
(19) (22) (13) (24) (5) (19) (8 ) (10) (4 ) (8) (5) (4 ) (2) (4 )

14 1.98 1.75 1.98 2.07 2.04 2.51 2.70 1.93 2.05 1.68 1.96 1.60 1.28 1.77
(ll) (27) (8) (24) (8 ) (19) 0) (ll) (6) (6) (5) (5 ) (4 ) (6)

15
1.64 1.81 1.82 2.24 2.05 1.97 1.90 2.89 2.23 1.60 2.30 1.84 2.21 2.36
(12) (32) (15) (23) (3) (22) (10) (10) (8 ) (7) (8) 0) 0) (7)

16 2.46 2.02 2.19 2.46 2.02 2·73 1.63 2.15 2.50 2.25 2.66 2.17 2.76 2.44
(14) (28) (12) (26) (13) (21) (8 ) (19) (15) (10) (9) (10) (4 ) (7)

17
1.60 2.03 2.26 1.99 2.29 2.07 1.72 2.20 2.09 1.90 1.65 2.28 1.03 2.29
(13) (28) (8 ) (22) (6) (15) (7) (9) (5) (9) (4 ) (7 ) (2 ) (8)

18 2.00 1.97 2.20 1.98 1.77 1. 96 1.84 2.38 2.36 1.71 1.82 1.93 2.20
(14 ) (21) (9) (19) (6) (15) 0) (12) (4 ) (7 ) (4 ) (4 ) (0) (6)

19 1.98 1.86 1.54 2.04 1.72 2.76 3.30 1.76 2.47 2.33 2.08 1.41 1.69 1.36
(14) (29) (ll) (26) (6) (18) (4) (14) (5 ) (9) (2) (7) (Ie) (I, )

20 1.85 1.78 2.05 2.24 1.90 1.91 1.41 1.74 1.68 1.84 2.01 1.84 2.35 1.42
(12) (28) (10) (19) (11) (13) (6) (11) (7) (8 ) (4) (8) (5) (6)

21 1.84 1.99 2.68 1.95 3.09 1.86 2.25 2.73 2.21 1.93 1.08 1.82 1.96
(ll) (27 ) (13) (20) (9) (14) . (2) (10) (4 ) (6) (10) (0) ( 5) 0)
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In the next section, when performance measures are averaged over all

presentation sequences, the relationship between the latencies of the

precriterion responses and the latencies of the post criterion responses

is discussed further.

Performance Averaged Over All Presentation Sequences

The analyses of the preceding section displayed a considerable

variation in performance measures in relation to the individual

presentation sequences. In the present section a number of standard

analyses are performed on the results pooled over all presentation

sequences. The smoothness of the curves in this section illustrates

how effectively the striking short-term effects of spacing shown in the

preceding section are averaged away in standard analyses.

In Figure 10 the average learning curve and the mean error and

success latency curves are shown for all presentation sequences. There

are no obvious differences between these curves and those commonly

obtained for similar materials and list lengths with the standard

anticipation method. The slight sigmoid shape of the learning curve

is fairly characteristic of paired associate learning when the list is

as long as twenty-one items. The observed pattern of the mean error

and success latencies is also quite common.

If any property of the curves in Figure 10 distinguishes the average

course of learning in this experiment from that characteristic of standard

anticipation method experiments, it is the rate of learning. Compared to

the learning rates in some comparable experiments, the learning in the

present experiment seems somewhat slow. The difference in rate is slight,
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but the increased frequency of short intervals in the present experiment

might be expected, a priori, to improve overall performance. That is,

the overall proportion of correct responses should be artificially

elevated somewhat due to the increased number of cases in which correct

responses are given to unlearned items on the basis of short-term memory.

It could be, however, that the increased occurrences of very short

intervals may in fact cause the slower learning. If as suggested by

Greeno's results (Figure 1) there is negligible learning on a presen

tation following a short interval, whatever temporary benefits in

performance may result are small compared to the cumulated detriment

in performance over later presentations.

The average probability of an error on presentation n given an

error on presentation n-l is shown in Figure 11 for presentation 2-13.

As discussed in Chapter 1, the observed decrease of this curve across

presentations could reflect an improvement in the learning rate or an

improvement in short-term memory or both. It is not clear whether the

curve continues to decrease after the first few presentations. An

initial decrease in the probability of an error given an error over the

first few trials would be expected from the form of the learning curve

in Figure 10. It appears as if the first presentation or two do not,

proportionately, improve performance as much as later presentations.

Figure 12 exhibits the mean forward stationarity curve. The pro

portion of correct responses prior to the last error rises from chance

on the first presentation (0.34) to 0.44 on the fifth presentation and

appears to stay around that level out to the twelfth presentation.
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The forward stationarity curve in Figure 12 together with the

learning curve in Figure 10 and the p( e_1 e .r) curve in Figure 11 haven n~

several implications with respect to the three-state conception of the

learning process. Each of the curves seems to imply that learning or

memory processes tend to change across the early presentations. One

interpretation is that the state-to-state transition probabilities

change over presentations. Another possibility is that the guessing

state should be thought of as two state s, a "forgotten" state into

which items are lost from short-term memory and an initial "uncoded"

state in which the item is unfamiliar. If all items start in the uncoded

state, and if the probabilities of transition to the learned and short-

term states are smaller from the uncoded state than from the forgotten

state, one would expect the general pattern of results in Figures 10,

11, and 12.

The average latencies of precriterion errors and successes and the

average latency of postcriterion successes across the first thirteen

presentations are shown in Figure 13. Two features of the curves in

Figure 13 are particularly apparent: (1) the similarity between the

precriterion success latency and error latency curves and (2) the

striking difference between the precriterion success latency curve and

the postcriterion success latency curve. After an initial rise, the

mean latency of the precriterion responses decreases only· slightly if at

all across presentations. The average latency of the postcriterion

responses also shows an initial rise, but decreases steadily thereafter

and, beyond the first few presentations, remains well below the precriterion

curves.
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CHAPrER 4

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

The results in the preceding chapter suggest that short-term

memory plays a significant role during the acquisition of a list of

paired associates. They appear to support the distinction between a

transient memory' system and a relatively permanent memory system. The

data also indicate that the early trials differ from the later trials

in their effects on performance.

The first section of this chapter introduces a model for the

learning of individual paired associates and compares the predictions

of the model with the observed results. The second section presents an

evaluation of the model along with some comments on short-term memory.

An All-or-None Forgetting Model

Assumptions of the model:

(1) At the start of any trial an item is in exactly one of four

states: learned (L), short-term memory (S), forgotten (F),

or uncoded (¢).

(2) On the first presentation of an item it is in state ¢ with

probability one.

(3) The probability of a correct response is one in states L

and S, and g in states F and ¢ (Usually, g l/r

where r is the number of response alternatives.)

(4) The probabilities of transition from state to state as a

result of a reinforcement (presented below) are constant and

independent of path.

(5) The probabilities of transition from state to state as a result
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of an intervening trial (presented below) are constant and

independent of path:

EFFECT OF A REINFORCEMENT

LN+l S~l F~l ~+l P(correct I row state)

~ 1 0 0 0 1

~
a l-a 0 0 1

FN
c l-c 0 0 g

~ db d(l-b) 0 l-d g

EFFECT OF AN INTERVENING TRIAL

L~l SN+l F~l ¢~l

~ 1 0 0 0

SN 0 l-f f 0

~ 0 0 1 0

¢N 0 0 0 1

This model modifies the one-element forgetting model discussed

in Chapter 1 in two ways. First, the model allows for different proba-

bilities of transition from state S to state L and from state F

. to state L. Second, the model assumes that all items start in an

initial uncoded
l

state,- ¢ Upon reinforcement of an item in state ¢,

lin this feature the model is similar to the LS-3 model postulated by
Atkinson and Crothers (1964). It is not intended in naming this state
to specify its psychological propercies (e.g., Lawrence, 1963). There
are a number of possible processes which could explain che differential
effects pf the early trials. At this point, it does not seem possible
on thehasis of available evidence to choose among them.
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the item leaves state ¢ with probability d and remains in state

¢ with probability I-d This is equivalent to saying that over all

items and subjects the waiting time in state ¢ is geometrically dis

tributed with parameter d, Given that an item leaves state ¢ on a

presentation, it goes to state L with probability b and to state

S with probability I-b

The model is consistent, qualitatively, with the results in Chap

ter 3. It appeared in Chapter 3 that no three-state model with fixed

transition probabilities was adequate to account for all the observed

results. The results which seemed most inconsistent with such models

were the form of the learning curve, the forward stationarity curve,

and the p(enlen_l) curve across the first several presentations.

The assumption in the present model of an initial state ¢ out of

which the probabilities of transition to the learned and short-term

states are reduced compared to those out of state F appears, in

general, to account for all the differential effects of the early

presentations on performance. The sigmoid shape of the learning curve

(Figure 6), the decrease in the p(enlen_l) curve (Figure 7), and the

rise in the forward stationarity curve (Figure 8) might all reflect the

existence of such an initial state.

As postulated, the all-or-none forgetting model has five param-

eters, a, b, c, d, and f It may be that a two-, three-, or

four-parameter special case of the model is more compelling than the

general version. If learning out of the short-term memory state is

either negligible (a=O) or the same as learning out of the forgotten

state (a=c) , the number of parameters is reduced to four. Alternatively,
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if d = I or b = c the number of parameters is reduced to four.

And, of course, various two- and three-paramater special cases can

result from combinations of such equivalences; e.g., when d = I and

a = b = c , the model reduces to the one-element forgetting model.

The reason for postulating the model in the general form is to allow

the best-fitting estimates of the parameter values to suggest any of

the possible special cases.

Fit 2f the~: The best simultaneous fit of the all-or-none

forgetting model to the twenty-one learning curves in Figure 6 was

determined by a least squares method. There are a total of 400 points

on the observed learning curves in Figure 6. For any set of values

of its parameters the model generates a predicted value for each of

the 400 points. One measure of the correspondence between the observed

/

The predicted and observed proportions of correct responses are

and predicted values is the squared deviation between the observed and

predicted values summed over all 400 points. For the all-or-none

forgetting model this sum had its minimum (1.016) when a = 0.000·~

b = 0.285, c = 0.245, f = 0.170, and d = 0.410 .

shown in Table 4 for the first thirteen presentations of each presenta

tion sequence. At the bottom of the Table are the average predicted and

observed proportions of correct responses over all presentation: sequences.

In general, the model accounts quite well for the observed learning

curves. The average deviation between pairs of observed and predicted

values is 0.050. This average deviation does not seem large, especially

IThe parameter values were estimated to the nearest 0.005.
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Tahle 4

Predicted (Preo) and Observed (Obso) Proportions

of Correct Responses

Presentation Number

Present. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13Sequence

1 Pre. .333 .414 ·510 .730 .658 .727 .777 .840 .865 .898 ·922 ·940 .986
Cbs. .220 .340 .440 .600 .540 .680" .760 .820 .800 .840 .820 .880 .920

2 Pre. ·333 .420 .726 .541 .637 .715 ·795 .828 .864 .896 .924 ·939 ·956
Dbs. .360 ·380 .680 .480 .640 .820 ·900 .820 ·900 ·940 .940 .960 .980

3 Pre. ·333 .432 ·521 .863 .606 ".702 ·759 .885 .843 .875 ·933 ·929 .939
Cbs. ·360 .440 .560 1.000 .480 .640 .640 .860 .860 .820 .920 .900 ·900

4 Pre. ·333 .412 ·517 ·595 .677 .748 .826 .845 ·972 .892 .922 .951 .959
Obs. ·520 .440 ·500 ·580 .680 .880 ·900 ·940 .980 ·980 "900 ·960 ·960

5 Pre. .333 .412 .66;; ·561 ·717 .707 .773 .825 .865 ·901 .966 ·929 ·945
Obs. .400 .400 .600 .600 .720 .740 ·780 ·740 .740 .860 ·940 .940 ·920

6 Pre. ·333 .441 ·500 ·591 .686 .739 .802 .842" .884 ·915 ·930 ·943 ·956
Cbs. .400 .440 .460 ·580 .700 ·780 .820 .760 ·960 .880 .960 .980 ·920

7 Pre. ·333 .415 ·505 ·597 ;703 .778 .807 .831 .873 ·900 ·924 ·950 .957
Dbs. .320 .440 ·580 .660 ·780 .840 .880 .780 .900 .940 .960 .920 ·940

8 Pre. ·333 .413 ·506 .600 .677 ·747 .802 .853 .887 .929 .942 .937 ·952
Gbs. ·380 .360 .420 .560 .740 .760 .760 .880 .860 ·940 ·900 ·920 .920

9 Pre. ·333 .495 .485 .863 .826 .630 .734 ·776 .836 .869 .899 .931 .941
Dbs. .320 .360 ·560 .940 .760 .640 .680 .760 .880 ·920 .860 ·920 ·940

10 Pre. ·333 .412 .663 ·560 .877 .705 .739 ·798 .842 ·920 ·923 .919 ·960
Obs. ·320 .400 .600 ·520 .860 .780 .760 .800 .840 ·920 ·960 .920 .960

11 Pre. .333 .447 ·500 .639 .753 .721 .773 .873 .855 .889 .919 .934 ·984
Dbs. .340 .420 .480 .600 ·780 .700 .780 .880 .860 .860 ·960 .900 ;900

12 Pre. ·333 .422 ·726 ·555 .632 ·733 ·940 .782 .867 .897 ·935 .906 .932
Dbs. .460 .400 .680 .640 ·520 .640 .940 ·760 .860 .840 .840 .880 ·900

13 Pre. ·333 ·550 .472 ·575 .658 ·748 ·798 ·909 ·969 .861 .919 .938 ·933
Dbs. .420 .440 .360 .680 .720 .840 .840 .880 .940 ·940 ·920 ·940 ·940

14 Pre. .333 .415 .504 .596 .822 .726 .892 .796 .842 ·914 ·902 ·923 .942
Dbs. ·320 .400 ·520 ·520 .840 .860 .840 .800 .880 ·920 ·920 ·920 ·940

15 Pre. .333 .510 .481 .640 .653 .79;; .805 .874 .842 .879 ·917 ·928 ·945
Dba. .340 .420 .;;00 .700 .740 :860 .840 ·900 .860 .800 ·940 ·940 ·940

16 Pre. .;;;;;; .461 .493 ·589 ·760 .728 .781 .83;; .869 .956 .915 .930 ·947
·Obs. .;;60 .400 ·500 .480 .760 .680 .640 .820 ·920 ·940 .920 ·940 .960

17 Pre. .33;; .412 ·506 .614 .689 .745 ·796 .842 .878 ·907 ·929 .953 .957
Dbs. .;;20 .;;40 ·52"0 .720 .780 .780 .800 .920 .840 ·900 .880 .940 .980

18 Pre. .;;33 .411 .505 .597 .678 ·791 .792 .839 .876 ·911 .931 ·943 ·957
Dbs. .460 .480 ·560 .640 ·740 .840 ·780 .920 ·900 .900 .940 .900 .900

19 Pre. .333 .432 .502 .613 .669 .741 .799 .858 .876 ·905 ·962 ·980 ·941
Dbs. .380 ·360 ·380 .600 ·740 .740 .880 .900 .820 .900 ·960 ·980 .940

20 Pre. .333 .441 ·5;;3 ·583 ·775 .721 .777 .840 .862 .895 ·920 ·939 .954
Gbs. .300 .400 .640 .640 .780 .780 .840 .820 .820 .860 .920 .880 .940

21 Pre. .33;; .528 .499 .675 .705 .952 .837 .780 .958 .809 .849 .894 .914
Dbs. .280 ·500 ·520 .580 .820 1.000 .880 .840 ·900 .920 .940 .920 .860

Mean Pre. ·333 .443 .539 .627 ·708 ·743 .800 .836 .877 .896 ·923 ·935 ·950
Mean Cbs. .361 .408 ·517 .634 .720 .775 .807 .838 .872 .896 ·919 .926 .931
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when it is compared to the average deviation of 0'.059 o!'tween .tbe

oOserved guessing performance on the first presentation of each of the

twenty-one items.and the predicted guessing performance, g = 0.333 .

The estimated probability of learning out of the short-term state,

a , is essentially zero. This :einding is similar, indirectly, to

Greeno's results in Figure 1 (1964). Also, the value of c, 0.245,

and the value of b, 0.285, are quite close.

The short-term memory perturbations of the individual observed

learning curves discussed in Chapter 3 are predicted quite well by

the model. Some examples of the close correspondence between the

predicted and ooserved spikes in the learning curves occur on the

fourth presentation of sequence 9, the third and fifth presentations

of sequence 10, and the third and seventh presentations of sequence 12.

There does not seem to be a clear systematic nature to the

deviations between the predicted and observed values in Table 4.

Pooled over all the presentation sequences, the average predicted and

average observed proportions of correct responses are quite close.

Another comparison by which to test the model's adequacy is the

predicted versus observed forward stationarity curves. Unfortunately,

the exact predicted forward stationarity curve cannot Oe computed.

Since last errors are more likely to follow a long interpresentation

interval than a short one, it is not reasonable to assume that the

distribution of precriterion intervals is uniform. In general, how

ever, the predicted fo:r""ard stationarity curve starts at chance on the

first presentation and pegatively accelerates, at a rate governed by
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the value of d, to an asymptote slightly higher than

g +
41 k 1

(I-g) Lp(t =k)(l-f) - = g +
k=l n

41
(1-g)(1/41) L(l_f)k-l

k",l

~ g + (1-g)(1/41)(1/f)

With f = 0.17 , this value is 0.42. There ~eems to be a good quali-

tative correspondence petween the observed forward stationarity curve

in Figure 7 and the approximate predicted curve.

A learning curve can be thoyght of as giving the probabi~ity of

each of two error-success one-tupJ,es on each presentation, i.e., the

marginal probability of an error and of a success. The next finer

level of analysis, and one that is more sensitive to the first order

transition probabilities, is to investigate the probabilities of the

four possible error-Success two-tuples on presentations nand n+l

It is possible for a model to fit an observed learning curve well and

to fit the observed error-success two-tuples poorly.

For presentations 2 through 13 of each of the twenty-one presenta-

tion sequences, the observed frequency of each of the four two-tuples

were extracted from the subject-item protocols. That is, the observed

frequencies of the four events, e e .1 'n n+.

were computed for n = 2, 3, ... , 12 0 These observed proportions

were compared with those predicted by the all-or-none forgetting model.

A min~mum chi-square procedure was used to find the best-fitting

parameter values of the modeL For a given set of parameter values,
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the quantity,

was computed where 0 and E are the observed and predicted two-tuple

frequencies and the sum is over all two-tuples, trials, and presentation

sequences. The minimum value reached by this quantity and the values

of the paramaters which yielded the minimum are shown below.

min X
2

= '793.{; d.L = 688

a = 0.00, c = 0.21, b _. 0,48, d = 0.29 , and f = 0,08

It is a misnomer to call the above quantity a minimum chi-square.

Since the components of the sum are not independent, the sum is not

chi-square distributed. Also, many of the predicted frequencies are

so small that the sum is artificially elevated. The procedure was

used primarily to estimate parameters in order to compare the predicted

and observed two-tuple frequencies pooled over all presentation sequences.

In Table 5 the average predicted and observed values of p( s s -1-1) ,
n n·

p(s e -1-1) ,
n n

and p( e e +.1)
nn

are shown for n = 2, 3, • co, 12.

The observed and predicted conditional probabilities of an error on

presentation n,

p( e le)
I) n+ n

p( en-l-l en = ----,P::7('--e=-)r
n

are also shown in Table 5.

The predicted and observed proportions in Table 5 are quite close,

There do, however, appear to be systematic deviations, The predicted

p(snsn+l) values start above the observed p(s s .1)n no- values, but

from n'= 5 to n = 12 they· are slightly but consistently below the
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Table 5

Predicted (Pre 0) and Observed (Obs 0) Proportions

of Error-Success Two-tuples

Presentations n, n+l

2,3 3,4 4,5 5,6 6,7 7,8 8,9 9,10 10,11 11,12 12,13

p( s s 1)n n+

Pre. .290 .403 ·509 .585 .646 .698 .747 .785 .824 .852 .869
Obs. .267 .389 ·510 .621 .691 ·727 ·770 .820 .850 .880 .889

P(snen+l)

Pre. .168 .145 .121 .119 .093 .086 .070 .062 .047 .049 .038
Obs. .141 .129 .125 .099 .084 .080 .068 .052 .047 .039 .037

P(ensn+1)

Pre. .257 .227 .195 .154 .138 .118 .100 .086 .077 .055 .053
Obs. .250 .246 .210 .154 .115 .111 .102 .076 .070 .046 .043

p( enen+1)

Pre. .284 .225 .175 .142 .123 .097 .083 .067 .052 .043 .039
Obs. .342 .237 .155 .126 .110 .082 .060 .051 .034 .035 .031

P(en+1Ien)

Pre. ·525 ·500 .475 .481 .467 .453 .451 .441 .396 .433 .422
Obs. .578 .491 .425 .449 .489 .423 ·371 .409 ·329 .436 .424



observed values,

below the observed

Conversely, the predicted P(enen+l )

P{e e +.) values, but for n ~ 4
n n .L

values start

to n ~ 12

they are slightly but consistently above the observed values. The

deviation between the predicted and observed values of

P{ensntl ) do not appear to be systematic.

p( s ell
n n+

and

The parameter values estimated from the two-tuple frequencies

are quite different from those estimated from the learning curves.

Even though one would not expect the values to be the same since the

estimation procedures were quite different, the variance between~the

sets of values still seems large. In a sense, however, the values

are not as different as they appear, There are obvious trading rela-

tionships between several of the parameters in the model. For example,

though the values of b 0.285, and d, 0,410 ,estimated from

the learning curves are quite different from the values of b , 0.48 ,

and d, 0.29, estimated from the two-tuples, the products of b

and d are quite close (0.117 versus 0.138). That is, for each set

of values of b and d , the probability , bd , of learning out of

state ¢ is comparable.

When the parameter values estimated from the learning curves

are used to predict the two-tuple frequencies, the resulting chi-square

is 917.8. This value is quite large compared to the minimum value,

793·7· One reason for the increase is that the systematic deviations

between the predicted and observed values of and P{e e 1)n n+

are increased. These deviations are not reflected in the learning

curve analysis because they tend to cancel each other.

When the parameter values estimated from the two-tuple frequencies
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are used to predict the learning curves, the resulting sum of the squared

deviations is 1.191, which means that the average deviation between

pairs of predicted and observed values is 0.055.

Evaluation of the Model: Some Comments on Short-Term Memory

It is somewhat surprising that the all-or-none forgetting model

accounts as well as it does for the empirical results. For several

reasons the short-term memory structure of the model seems inadequate

to account for all the effects of spacing.

(1) The model assumes that with each intervening trial there is

some probability, f, that an item in short-term memory is forgotten.

This all-or-none forgetting assumption is very tractable, mathematically,

but constrains the short-term retention curve to be geometric in shape.

Empirical short-term memory curves tend not to be geometric in form.

(2) The model predicts that long-term performance improves

monotonically as the spacing between two presentations is increased.

This runs counter to the results obtained both by Peterson and by Young,

as shown in Figure 3. Their results suggest that there is a limit to

the improvement in long-term performance with the spacing of two presen

tations, and that after a certain point long-term performance tends

to decline with an increase in the interval.

(3) The model predicts not only that long-term performance

improves with the interval between presentations, but also that short-term

performance improves with the interval between two presentations. Peter

son's results in Figure 2 suggest that although long-term performance is

better with spaced presentations, short-term performance is better
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with massed presentations. The crossed curves in Figure 2 imply a more

elaborate short-term memory mechanism than that assumed by the all-or-none

forgetting model.

All of the abo've findings which are inconsistent with the general

implications of the model come from miniature experiments. The exper

imental task facing the subject in these experiments is quite different

from the learning of a list of paired associates. There is a constant

introduction of new items and disappearance of old items in these exper

iments, and the typical range of intervals utilized is less than in the

present experiment. It is, nonetheless, likely that many of the effects

of spacing revealed by miniature experiments are present in paired

associate list learning. The empirical results of the present study

in fact suggest that short-term retention effects during paired-associate

list learning are similar in their general properties to those in

short-term retention experiments.

It is likely, however, that the small second-order effects of

spacing shown in Figures 2 and 3, though present in this experiment,

may be insignificant compared to the obvious first-order effects. Thus,

although there is evidence for soilie complex effects of spacing not

postulated by the model, these effects may not occur in any magnitude

in paired-associate list learning. As a model for the learning of the

individual members of a list of paired associates, the all~or-none

forgetting model seems to account for the basic features of memory

and learning during the acquisition of the list.
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APPENDIX

THE UNIFORM LAG ALGORITHM

This appendix presents a procedural algorithm designed to generate

a series of M trials on the members of a list of L items such that

the dist~ibution of interpresentation intervals is uniform over the

range, t = 1 to t = 2L-l .
n n

Description

To facilitate the description of the algorithm, it is necessary to

add to the notation introduced at the start of Chapter 2.

thn presentationNk,n

(Nk,l' Nk ,2' ..• , Nk,n)

[N+l, N+2, ... , N+(2L-l)]

The trial number of the

of the kth item.

The presentation sequence of the kth item.

The block of 2L-l trials following trial N.

The algorithm assigns a presentation sequence to each member of the

list in turn. That is, all presentations of item k are determined

before any of the presentations of items k+l, k+2, ... , L are deter-

mined. The basic steps of the procedure are summarized in the follow-

ing outline.

10 For k = 1, 2, . 00, L-l ,

A. Nk 1 = the first open trial
l

in the block [1, 2, "0' 2L-l] .,

IAn Ii open'f. trial is one not
one of the preceding k-l

already assigned to present (filled with)
items.



For n = 2, 3, ... ,B. N is determined as follows:.¥,n
1. Some trial, N, is chosen at random from the block

[Nk 1+1 , Nk 1+2, ... , Nk .1+(2L-l)],n- ,n- ,n-

2. Nk = N if every block of 2L-l trials containing
,n

N has L-k or more open trials, not counting trial
1N.

3. If the condition in (2) is not satisfied, another trial

N is chosen and so on until the condition is satisfied.

C. When for some value of n Nk > M , then the presen
,n

tation sequence for item k is complete, terminating

with Nk 1,n-
II. The last item in the list, k = L , fills all the remaining

open trials; i,e., NL,l' NL,2' ... equal, respectively, the

trials from 1 to M not assigned to one of the items, 1,

2, ... , L-l

A program was written by Robert Miller at the Institute for Mathe-

matical Studies in the Soc~al Sciences, Stanford University, to computer-

implement the algorithm. Given a list of items, the program will gen-

erate any specified number of series of trials. For each series, the

program outputs (1) the series itself, (2) the number of presentations

of each item, (3) the sequence of intervals for each item, (4) the distri-

bution of intervals between presentations nand n+l of all items, and

IThis condition assures that trials are available for the presentations
of later items in the list. Since no interpresentation can exceed
2L-l trials, there must be at least one presentation of each item
in any block of 2L-l trials. If, after the kth item has been
assigned a presentation sequence, some block of 2L-l trials con
tains less than L-k open trials, it is impossible for each of the
remaining L-k items to be presented in that block of trials.
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(59 ·tbe total distribution of interpresentation intervals,

Uses and Distributional Properties

Tbe algoritbm can be used in a number of experimental situations

in addition to list learning by tbe anticipation metbod., For example,

it can be used to generate a series of study (R) trials and test (T)

trials for tbe study of list learning by tbe RT procedure; the members

of a given presentation sequence can be arbitrarily designated. as study

trials or test trials on a particular item, The procedure is also

applicable to a variety of steady-state procedures in tbe study of

sbort-term recall and recognition memory. Katz (1966) used tbe algo

ritbm to generate a series of anticipation trials in wbicb tbe response

reinforced to a particular stimulus was, with a bigb probability,

cbanged on eacb successive occurrence of the stimulus in tbe series,

Subjects were required to remember the current response for eacb

stimulus, Herman Buschke (personal communication) at the Stanford

University Medical Center has also made use of the algoritbm in a

steady-state experiment. In his experiment subjects were required

to estimate, at each stimulus presentation, how many trials had elapsed

since the last presentation of that stimulus,

The exact distributional properties of the algoritbm are very

difficult to ascertain, It is not clear how to solve for the distribu

tional properties analytically. In practice, the algoritbm generates

series of trials with the following descriptive properties,

(1) The total distribution of interpresentation intervals appears

uniform,

(2) There seems to be a negligible correlation between the lengths
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of any two successive intervals, t n and t n+l , for a given item.

(3) The last item, on the average, is presented more often than

the other items; it tends to have more short than long interpresen

tation intervals. This is the only apparent bias in the procedure.

Generally, the last item is presented 10 to 30 per cent more often

than the average number of presentations of the other items. Thus,

since the total distribution of intervals is uniform, the other items

have slightly more long intervals than short intervals. The difference,

however, does not seem noticeable.
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13 . ABSTRACT ( cont . )

Fifty subjects (college freshmen) were each given a series of 400 trials
on a list of 21 items. Nonsense syllables served as stimuli, and the three
digits, 3, 5, and 7, served as responses. Each of the responses was paired
with seven of the stimuli.

The experimental design allowed performance measures to be examined as a
function of the 21 specific presentation sequences. In general, the observed
performance on a presentation was quite sensitive to the preceding inter
presentation interval. The 21 learning curves showed striking temporary incre
ments due to short-term memory. The temporary nature of these increments was
emphasized by their. spike-like appearance; if an interval of even moderate
length followed a very short interval, the sudden increase in the learning
curve was followed by a distinct decrease.

The latency of correct responses was similarly sensitive to the inter
presentation interval. The 21 mean success latency curves tended to show a
negative spike whenever the learning curve showed a positive spike. In
contrast) the mean error latencies did not seem clearly sensitive to the
interpresentation interval.

Consideration of the results led to formulation of an allcor-none forget
ting model for paired-associate learning which distinguishes two memory
systems, one transient and the other permanent. Several analyses of per
formance prior to the last error were carried out to test the implication of
the model that, prior to the last error, performance should be only at the
chance level except for short-term memory effects. The observed learning
appeared to support the distinction between the all-or-none learned state and
a short-term memory state.

A number of measures of the obtained learning, in particular the 21 learn
ing curves, were found to be consistent with the predictions of the all-or
none forgetting model.




